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ABSTRACT
Benchmarking blockchain systems is still a persistent issue. The
Diablo benchmark suite allows strategically stressing and testing
blockchain solutions thanks to parallel requests to their nodes net-
work. Here, the efficiency of network infrastructure plays a para-
mount role. Kollaps, a research testbed, emulates network architec-
ture, delivering accuracy levels on par with physical configurations.
This research explores integrating Kollaps and Diablo to streamline
the benchmarking process while reducing implementation costs
through a cluster-based environment.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Networks→Network simulations;Networkmeasurement;
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1 CONTEXT AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
The proliferation of blockchain infrastructures allows flexibility in
choosing the most suitable one for specific implementation goals. 
However, benchmarking these technologies remains a resource-
intensive challenge, lacking a well-defined framework, as seen in
the existing literature.

In [4], Diablo emerges as a noteworthy framework that facilitates
testing on blockchain platforms by efficiently distributing predefined
workloads among multiple clients that will issue requests to nodes
within the target blockchain network. Testing concludes with data
collection for a thorough behavior analysis, where data veracity is
upheld through real network infrastructures deployed on distributed
machines spanning multiple regions via Amazon Web Services.

In considering the importance of implementation and costs of 
a network infrastructure, Kollaps figures as a complete network
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emulator executed across clusters and container technologies [3], de-
livering outcomes comparable to real-world physical nodes, offering
superior accuracy compared to existing frameworks.

This paper aims to harness Diablo’s benchmarking capabilities
while concurrently mitigating the associated network implementa-
tion costs, and yielding benchmarking results on par with real-node
scenarios (e.g., AWS). This endeavor seeks to replicate the tests
conducted in [4], scrutinizing deviation percentages, all within the
confines of a cluster-based environment.

2 BACKGROUND
Disparities between announced and observed blockchain perfor-
mance raise questions about the (isolated) testing conditions. For
instance, while Solana claims 250,000 TPS (Transactions Per Second)
and sub-second finality [5], testing in [4] yieldedmuch lower results
– approximately 8,845 TPS with latency exceeding 12 seconds.

Diablo [4] is a versatile toolset for assessing diverse blockchain
systems like Algorand, Ethereum, and Solana. It supports customiz-
able workloads, from emulating exchange transactions to sustaining
transaction throughputs, and facilitates replicating experiments
across various blockchains based onWebSocket RPC interfaces. Di-
ablo’s strength lies in its enhanced distributed workload generation
mechanism split on secondary element(s), orchestrated by a primary
element, ensuring synchronized evaluations. The benchmark def-
inition process involves parsing both benchmark and blockchain
configuration files. Multiple configurations, employing up to 200
machines distributed globally, allow Diablo to assess blockchain
systems’ performance under conditions akin to those experienced
by the Visa payment system [4].

At the same time, assessing network emulations involves con-
sidering execution location and node orchestration. Kollaps is a
decentralized network emulator that aims to redefine large-scale
application testing [3] by prioritizing end-to-end properties (e.g.,
latency, jitter, bandwidth, packet loss) while avoiding complex net-
work element emulation. Its fully distributed model ensures scala-
bility and agility in simulating dynamic events like link removals.
Its main components include the Traffic Control Abstraction Layer
(TCAL) and Deployment Generator that integrates seamlessly with
container images and orchestrators like Docker Swarm and Kuber-
netes, ensuring consistent performance and cost-effectiveness in
cluster deployments. Also, it matches full network state emulators
like Mininet in accuracy [3].

3 PROPOSEDAPPROACH
Kollaps uses an xml file to define the desired network structure for
emulation, including the dashboard, services within containers with
execution instructions, links with attributes, and dynamic events.
The goal is to integrate Diablo’s primary and secondary components
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Figure 1:Workflow of the benchmarking process

as services and configure Kollaps to accommodate the blockchain-
specificnodenetwork.A script processes a benchmark configuration
file and a blockchain configuration file to yield an xml file that de-
lineates the network configuration for the experiment. We want to
enable Kollaps to faithfully replicate the network’s characteristics by
manipulatingconfigurable attributes suchas latency, packet loss, and
uploadanddownload speeds. Sinceobtainingdata athourly intervals
becomes feasible, thereby capturingbehavioral patterns, a secondary
scriptmayextractnetworkproperties associatedwithphysicalnodes
dispersed across diverse regions (e.g., AWS), incorporating dynamic
events into the xml file that faithfully mirror real-world occurrences.

Figure 1depicts the structure of the benchmarkingprocess stream-
flow. This approach enables Kollaps to efficiently deploy application
containers and blockchain network nodes across cluster machines.

4 DISCUSSIONANDCHALLENGES
The awareness that other tools, such as SimGrid [1], can provide
additional assessments and that there are either no established stan-
dards for blockchainbenchmarkingor specific tool prevalence iswell
known. However, integrating Kollaps with Diablo will allow to em-
ulate a network of nodes behaving like a real blockchain, potentially
adaptable for testingover specificperiods. In addition to reusing com-
plex software tools like Kollaps and Diablo, we must address several
other tasks suchas recreating the samestress conditions andutilizing
the same dataset while accommodating specific or dynamic events.

We will employ a Python script designed to generate a network
graph aligned with Kollaps’xml file schema by extracting network
information from the following public AWS datasets: (i) iperf3mea-
surements from [4] and (ii) (RIPE Atlas) ping and traceroute mea-
surements from [2]. Subsequently, another script will be utilized to
merge the network data with the configuration files, resulting in the
generation of the xml file intended for use with Kollaps to execute
Diablo benchmarks.

We also have to implement and adapt the specific blockchain to
the interface for integration with Diablo. Lastly, our tasks involve
exporting and processing the results and conducting a comparative
analysis involving Diablo with both AWS and Kollaps.

5 CONCLUSIONAND FUTUREWORK
This initial work establishes the groundwork for the proposed so-
lution, enabling a comparative analysis of Diablo and Kollaps imple-
mentations. The main objective is to evaluate network performance
on physical nodes and explore the potential for equivalence with
Kollaps and a cost-effective cluster-based network.

Even though the experimentwas conductedusing synthetic block-
chain workloads, the plan for future tests is to collect and utilize real
blockchain data from specific periods. While AWS data has already
beenobtained frommeasurements on real nodes, thegoal is to be able
touse temporal data to simulatedynamicnetworkevents (inKollaps),
including node failures, upload speed variations, and packet drops.
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